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createTM - Browser-based Video Editing 

Produce More Content Faster, From Anywhere 

How you and your team work together has changed, but consumer demand for fresh, diverse 

content hasn’t. In fact, at-home-entertainment trending has only increased the need for new, 

broadcast-quality, live and on-demand news and rich digital media. Once consumer 

expectations have evolved or changed, the only viable business response is to promptly meet 

or exceed them—which, in the current economy, means cost-effectively creating more 

content faster, from anywhere. 

The media and entertainment industry, embedded in the business of imagination, is 
riding a wave of tremendous opportunity amid the turbulence that attends times of 

significant change like the one we’re in. (2022 media & entertainment industry 
outlook, Deloitte) 

How do you empower your distributed production team to easily collaborate across multiple 

locations; securely and efficiently log, share, and edit content throughout the creation 

lifecycle; and keep the production quality bar high while minimizing workflow disruption and 

avoiding costly investments in new infrastructure and technology? We wondered this too… 

Expand Your Production Toolbox, Not Your Wallet 

Bitcentral has recently updated CreateTM, our powerful non-linear (NLE) video timeline editor, 

with significant performance enhancements and features. No matter where your team 

members work, with its intuitive, responsive UI; flexible editing functionality; and easy multi-

platform publishing capabilities, Create simplifies the content production workflow for your 

entire team. When combined with other Core News integrated production products Oasis, 

Precis, Wellspring and MultiPath, Create helps streamline your end-to-end production process 

from content capture to playback, and all at a lower total cost of ownership. 

Core News is the #1 news production software solution for broadcast and media 
production teams in the U.S. — supporting more than 300 TV stations and 1,000 

media operations. 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/media-and-entertainment-industry-outlook-trends.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technology-media-and-telecommunications/articles/media-and-entertainment-industry-outlook-trends.html
https://bitcentral.com/core-news/oasis/
https://bitcentral.com/core-news/precis/
https://bitcentral.com/core-news/oasis/#wellspring
https://bitcentral.com/core-news/oasis/#multipath
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Cost Savings and Workflow Efficiencies Combine 

Because Create is a browser-based video editor, ease of integration, use and, most 

importantly, cost savings all combine. Here’s how: 

·      Available anywhere – online-accessible, location-independent solution enables team 

members to collaborate across geographies 

·      Simply secure* – no downloads, plugins or special software required, and can be 

governed through existing IT infrastructure and policies 

·      Maintenance-free – no software means no routine upgrades, reducing administrative and 

maintenance costs 

·      BYOD flexibility – enables timeline editing on any device type, from desktop or laptop to 

iPad or mobile, less processing power is required, eliminating need for high-powered 

workstations 

·      No learning curve – because Create can be accessed from anywhere, there’s no need for 

production teams to learn different editors for in-house versus field environments 

·      Centralized storage – continuously-accessible video files from a single source, rather than 

multiple, smaller storage locations, reduces storage costs and redundancies, along with the 

associated expense—and headache—of tracking down and managing duplicate content 

sources 

·      Archival materials access – centralized storage means archives are available alongside 

content for in-progress projects 

Secure Video Editing from Home to Field to Station 

Securing shared content across multiple networks and environments isn’t easy. Even more 

challenging is enabling secure collaboration without it being cumbersome for users. 

Increased access controls, unfamiliar applications, and tedious sign-in processes can all 

become production barriers that impact efficiency. On the opposite end of the spectrum, an 

emphasis on only ease-of-use generally comes at the cost of sacrificing security, leaving 

content and your business exposed, with infrastructure vulnerable to data intrusion and 

cyberattacks. 

Create has been designed with these factors in mind. To enable more secure file sharing, and 

preserve the integrity of source content, production team members upload original camera 

content; proxy files are then immediately generated and made available for editing. Archival 

materials are also available, along with content from other team members, to enable 
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continuous editing and real-time collaboration, while alleviating the need for access to 

original files. 

Produce Once, Publish Many Times 

Increase speed to publication** by securely creating content without compromising video 

production performance. In concert with other Core News components, Create enables you to 

maximize the value of your media in the following ways: 

·      Produce and distribute the same story quickly and efficiently to multiple platforms, from 

news playback, social media, or OTT/CTV. 

·      Easily produce variations of the same story for distribution in different formats. 

New Workflow Best Practices: It’s About Time 

Though how and where you and your team work may have changed, it doesn’t have to mean a 

step backwards for the high-quality content that you produce, or the ease and efficiency with 

which you create, collaborate, produce, and publish it. In fact, our newly updated Create video 

editor offers an opportunity for you to rethink your current tools and processes to streamline 

your content production workflows and editing processes; increase your speed to 

publication; and take advantage of cost savings and efficiencies perhaps not previously 

available to your organization. 

Request a demo to learn more about how Create can help you produce and edit video content 

faster and securely—no matter where your team members work now or in the future. 

* Unsecured internet connections and networks; lack of cybersecurity systems and processes; and 

employee error can introduce inadvertent data vulnerabilities. Protecting IT infrastructure is the 

responsibility of each organization. 

** Dependent upon available bandwidth. 

 

https://bitcentral.com/request-a-demo/
https://bitcentral.com/resources/brochures/create/
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